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We are fast approaching 300 calls accepted in the Answering Service Office.  I’m not sure the 
exact numbers because I haven’t been in the Office for a while now.  As I fall apart, my 
“medical team” tries to glue me together.  Bottom line is that there are days (sometimes 
weeks) when I can’t negotiate all those stairs.  Which leads us into staffing. 
 

Glad is going to Michigan for the summer.  Wendy is ready to take her place.  Nicki N. is 
starting this Thursday on the no-longer-open 5-9 shift.  We still need someone for the 
Wednesday 9-1 shift.  And I need someone to work with me on the Monday 9-1 shift.  This may 
be the busiest shift we have.  Post-weekend remorse (or consequences) seems to lead to 
higher call volume.  Ken B. has always been willing to cover for me when I can’t climb the 
stairs.  But he is going to need time at home on Mondays.  So we need someone full-time to 
put up with or cover for me.  And we need replacements for Monday 1-5 and Tuesday 5-9.  And 
we will need others as peoples’ lives change.   Remember, candidates should have at least a 
year (or close) “solid” sobriety.  A good guideline is that they are far enough into the 9th step 
that some of the “Promises” have started to kick in.  They need to have something to give 
away.  If they are in doubt, they should ask their sponsor. 
 

When I asked the Church for permission to install a window air conditioner and add an electric 
line to service it, they agreed to supply their own electrician (at their expense) to give us the 
new line.  The air conditioner is in my van.  If still there Friday, some of the strong young men 
from my home group will volunteer to carry it upstairs.  And one of my home group is working 
on the engineering necessary to install it.  We also have permission to put up screening!  This 
would keep the bugs out – and any food raids by squirrels and/or birds.  We only need a 
couple of agile young people with very long ladders, and a working idea of how to fasten 
screening to aluminum casement windows in a way that doesn’t harm the aluminum while 
holding the screening in place. 
 

A couple of months ago, to save money, I cancelled one phone line and used our original line 
– the published number -- as one of our two lines.  Our phone bill “billed” us for the line 
removal with a $128 credit bill.  In discussions about the arrival of the “real” bill, I was assured 
this was the only bill we would get.  Then the “real” bill came - $265 – which includes 
reestablishment of the features removed in the “first” bill.  How much we save won’t be 
completely apparent until the next bill.  Contributions are up and we are beginning to build a 
Prudent Reserve.  We thank all contributing groups!  I’d like to establish a Capital 
Equipment/Emergency savings account of $600-$800 and keep a “prudent” balance just under 
$1,000.  Financially we are recovering from office startup.  (Keep those checks coming – we 
aren’t quite there yet.)  
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